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His TV works spanned a year period during which he created The Patty Duke Show â€”66 , I Dream of
Jeannie â€”70 and Hart to Hart â€”84 , but it was not until after he turned 50 and began writing best-selling
novels such as Master of the Game , The Other Side of Midnight and Rage of Angels that he became most
famous. The way Lincoln lived his life has served me well in mine. To me, that kind of feedback has more
meaning than any sales figures. There are too many nay-sayers out there who will try to discourage you. The
only one who can make you give up is yourself. The rest, as they say, is history. I feel everything they feel,
and therefore I think my readers care about them. Never had the genie been a gorgeous woman, so that idea
really appealed to me, and I created the series based on that premise. We have to appreciate that. He is a very
wise man of great inner peace who believes that happiness is the purpose of our lives. Through his teachings
and leadership, he continues to make this world a better place in which to live. He also had a wicked tongue.
You decide whether they live or die. I find this type of creative process tremendously stimulating. I
deliberately write a book so when the reader gets to the end of the chapter, he or she must turn one more page.
And then I figure how to get them out. During the Depression, he worked at a variety of jobs, and after
graduating from Denver East High School, attended Northwestern University and contributed short plays to
drama groups. In he moved to Hollywood, California, where he reviewed scripts and collaborated on a number
of B movies. He then returned to civilian life and moved to New York where he began writing musicals for the
Broadway stage while continuing to write screenplays for both MGM Studios and Paramount Pictures. He
earned a reputation as a prolific writer; for example, at one time he had three musicals on Broadway: When
television became the new hot medium, he decided to try his hand in it. For seven years, I wrote almost every
single episode of the series. Most famously he wrote the series I Dream of Jeannie, which he also created and
produced, which lasted for five seasons from â€” I mean every single call. I wrote each morning - or rather,
dictated - and then I faced the TV business. His next novel, The Other Side of Midnight, went to 1 on The
New York Times bestseller list as did several ensuing novels, a number of which were also made into motion
pictures or TV miniseries. His novels often featured determined women who persevere in a tough world run
by hostile men. The novels contained a lot of suspense and devices to keep the reader turning the page: Asked
why this was the case he said: He also used the same pseudonyms in writing all seventeen episodes of Nancy.
Sheldon did this because, as he later admitted, he felt his name was appearing too often in the credits as
creator, producer, copyright owner and writer of his TV series. Sheldon was married for 30 years to Jorja
Curtright Sheldon, a stage and film actress who later became an accomplished and well known interior
designer. She died of a heart attack in He then remarried Alexandra Kostoff, a former child actress and
advertising executive of Macedonian origin, Sidney Sheldon in Las Vegas in His daughter, Mary Sheldon,
became a novelist in her own right. He struggled with bipolar disorder for years; he contemplated suicide at 17
talked out of it by his father, who discovered him , as detailed in his autobiography published in , The Other
Side of Me Sheldon died on January 30, from complication arising from pneumonia at Eisenhower Medical
Center in Rancho Mirage, California.
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The first use of the name "Chicken Little" to "one who warns of or predicts calamity, especially without
justification" recorded by the Merriam-Webster Dictionary is in , [19] but idiomatic use of the name
significantly predates that attestation. Already, in , a journal article about the Government of Haiti referred to
"Chicken Little" in an offhand manner. To hear their harangues on the eve of the election, one would suppose
that the fable of Chicken Little was about to become a truth, and that the sky was actually falling. Adaptations[
edit ] Walt Disney Pictures has made two animated versions of the story. The first was Chicken Little , [25] a
animated short released during World War II as one of a series produced at the request of the U. It tells a
variant of the parable in which Foxy Loxy takes the advice of a book on psychology on the original cut, it is
Mein Kampf by striking the least intelligent first. Dim-witted Chicken Little is convinced by him that the sky
is falling and whips the farmyard into mass hysteria , which the unscrupulous fox manipulates for his own
benefit. The dark comedy is used as an allegory for the idea that fear-mongering weakens the war effort and
costs lives. It is also one of the versions of the story in which Chicken Little appears as a character distinct
from Henny Penny. The second Disney film was the very loosely adapted Chicken Little , released in as a 3D
computer-animated feature. It is an updated science fiction sequel to the original fable in which Chicken Little
is partly justified in his fears. In this version, Foxy Loxy is changed from a male to a female, and from the
main antagonist to a local bully. Fairy Tales for Every Child. In this modern update, the story is given a
satirical and political interpretation. There have also been a number of musical settings. American composer
Vincent Persichetti used the fable as the plot of his only opera The Sibyl: On the sitcom The Golden Girls ,
there was a episode in which the characters perform a short musical based on the fable here titled "Henny
Penny" at a school recital. In Singapore, a more involved musical was performed in In his note to the score
Bachlund makes it clear that he intends a reference to alarmism and its tragic consequences. The following are
some lyrics which genuinely refer or allude to the story: The hare starts a stampede among the other animals
until a lion halts them, investigates the cause of the panic and restores calm. The fable teaches the necessity for
deductive reasoning and subsequent investigation. The Tibetan version of the Jataka tale has been told in
rhyme by Australian author Ursula Dubosarsky in her book The Terrible Plop , which has since been
dramatised, using the original title Plop!. The ending has been changed from the Tibetan original as well.
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